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"Ning Kun are you crazy, this is not the place for you to play any conspiracy power, get out of here!"
As she spoke, Sally couldn't help but be a little moved with anger, watching Ning Kun's face gradually became distorted
in expression, she suddenly felt that Ning Kun was surprisingly so disgusting.
Old Black was obviously also like Sally, quite dissatisfied with what Ning Kun did!
"Maybe I'm looking away, your thinking like this is not only an insult to the headquarters, but also to us!"
Sally and Old Black's attitude was undoubtedly like a pot of cold water to Ning Kun, instantly extinguishing all the dry
heat in his heart.
After a moment of silence, Ning Kun collected his mind and lowered his head, if not for the fact that he is not strong
enough, he would have slapped Sally in the face!
This world is the world of the weak and the strong, if people like him do not think of ways to work their way to the top,
when this thing is over what awaits him is another mission!
He's sick of these missions, he's sick of having to wake up every day and ask who he is and where he is!
He's also fed up with the constant danger and the eyes that look at him everywhere!
Just a little carelessness, waiting for him will be the abyss of doom!
Old Black and Sally have not experienced these from the beginning, perhaps because of Sally, Old Black directly
followed Sally's side to help her deal with some trivial matters.
Otherwise, what is the difference between his fate and his own, the same will be the headquarters of those old men
scattered out to do an undercover.
Thinking about it Ning Kun couldn't help but smile a little sadly, they will never understand what they have gone
through.
After taking two deep breaths, he lifted his head to look at Sally and old black smile "Well, sorry, my thoughts are a little
dirty, you guys continue, I'm going out."

Sally looked at Ning Kun turned around eyes flashed a trace of desolation, the heart can not help but slightly froze, seems
to react to a thing.
"Ning Kun, which department was it before?"

Old black stood on the side of the look at Sally looked flat and spoke "after graduation was classified to the second
section, and then the old man scattered out."

Sally listened to some surprised to look at the old black and said "that is, he has been doing seeds outside from the
beginning?"

After hearing Sally's words old black silent, nodded slightly and did not say anything.
Seeds is a playful term to describe the work like Ning Kun before.
Being scattered as seeds by those at headquarters, and then sprouting and blossoming at the right time, and then bringing
back the fruits, this was Ning Kun's previous job.
After a long silence, Sally waved her hand and let Old Black leave the office, then sat by herself in a chair and stared.
This world is no one is easy, she suddenly thought that perhaps Ning Kun so hard to climb up, the most fundamental
reason is just do not want to go back to the kind of day every day the heart jumped.
Perhaps at first he did not resist, but when old Mr. Chen Jingdao recognized that he still did not say a word, he then woke
up to how dangerous it really is to do such things.
Just when Sally thought about these things, out of the room old black looked at Ning Kun sitting in the meadow
smoking.
Then with a complicated look, he walked over and sat down beside him.
"You just in the office should not say those words, you want to move up the right, but what do you mean by saying to the
old boss."

Ning Kun looked sideways at Old Black, who was sitting beside him, then laughed mockingly and said "What, are you
worried that I've said what you all think?"

Old Black shook his head slightly, although he had not experienced what Ning Kun had experienced, but he had a little
understanding of his thoughts.
Ever since Ning Kun came back and said that he had been seen by Chen Jingdao a long time ago, his whole person had
become a bit strange.
"You know, if this mission wasn't to lurk around old Mr. Chen, I'm afraid you'd only be smoking at my tombstone right
now."

Old Black smiled faintly at his words "Everything is in the past, you do not need to be so nervous as now, it will all be
fine."

"It's strange to get better, I'm tired of living like this now!"
Saying this, Ning Kun pointed to the people running topless in the meadow with snowflakes and laughed "I'd rather be
like these little buggers and just wait for orders every day, I'm not willing to go back to continue the mission!"

These people out of the beast camp is very simple, the only thing they need to consider every day is how to carry out the
task, nothing else they need to think about.
Ning Kun has had enough of that life before, as he said, if Chen Jingdao replaced a person.
He is afraid that now even the body can not find in what place, this is definitely not a joke.
The old gave silence to get up and patted Ning Kun's shoulder "Maybe some things are terrible, but someone has to do it,
if you can't, then I'm on."

After saying this, the old black gave himself a lighted cigarette and took a deep drag.
"Similarly, if one day I can't do it, I hope you can also step forward and then step on my corpse to assist the old boss to
continue."
Then Old Black turned and left, and did not do anything extra.
How the human heart really thinks, old black is powerless to change.
Those who say they can understand each other and can feel the same way as each other are just a bunch of liars.
Everyone is different, who can really understand each other, and experience each other's inner feelings.
Ning Kun in the heart of how no one knows, but the only thing he can do is try to pull a hand, because now Ning Kun
is very dangerous.
A little carelessness may go astray, which can be seen from his preparation to test the headquarters.
If this matter is known by the headquarters, I am afraid that Ning Kun will not want to come back in the future, the worst
result is that there will never be a person named Ning Kun in this world.
At this time, just after seeing the last patient in the hospital, Jiang Hao rather tired lying on the desk.
Nurse Xiao Li carried a cup of tea in front of Jiang Hao smiled and said "hard work Dr. Jiang, say how are you doing with
Miss Lin this time?"

Jiang Hao picked up the cup is planning to drink water, suddenly heard Xiao Li this sentence almost a mouthful of spray
out!
"Cough cough, no, what did you just say? What about me and Miss Lin?"

Xiao Li blinked twice big eyes innocently said "the hospital people know ah, said you and Miss Lin in love ah!"
Jiang Hao some helplessly rolled his eyes, pressed lazy to explain.
And words, so continue to ask "you tell me, that is the Miss Lin family!"
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Looking at Xiao Li's gossipy look, Jiang Hao shook his head with some tears and laughter.
He was just a little closer to Lin Yan, how did it become that he was in a relationship with the Miss Lin family.
After slightly shaking his head Jiang Hao opened his mouth and said "you are not young, how to follow a what you
believe ah?"

The words just fell, Dr. Ren suddenly knocked on the door of Jiang Hao's office, and then stood at the door and looked
at Jiang Hao and smiled, "Dr. Shen, Miss Lin came over to look for you and asked me to call you."
Xiao Li looked at Jiang Hao lightly hummed "some people mouth swear, and the results, this face hit you pain?"
Jiang Hao opened his eyes round to look at the bad smile of Dr. Ren, then looked at Xiao Li, rolled his eyes and walked
out with a downcast look.
When Jiang Hao went to the hospital entrance, he found Lin Yan was leaning against the car wearing a white dress
playing with her phone.
Slowly walk to her, Jiang Hao looked up and down Lin Yan once after some helplessly said "you do not see what time
of year, but also wear a skirt, not cold?"

Lin Yan was suddenly startled by Jiang Hao opened his mouth, the phone was almost dropped on the ground.
Seeing Jiang Hao's helpless look, she laughed lightly twice and asked, "What's wrong, I came to find you, are you still
not happy?"

If another time to come then Jiang Hao may be very happy, but now come, Jiang Hao how can not say happy.
After a light sigh, he looked at Lin Yan and said, "Say, did you come looking for me again?"
Lin Yan shrugged and opened the car door and sat in, then looked at Jiang Hao and said, "Get in, not I want to see you
today, is my grandfather wants to see you, as if there are some things to say to you, God."

Jiang Hao frowned, if Lin Yan looking for himself, it's okay, but if the old man Lin looking for himself, then I'm afraid
it's really something.

So he opened the car door and sat up and said, "How did Master Lin suddenly remember to find me, do you know
anything?"
Lin Yan slightly shook his head, while driving the car and said "I do not know, this morning grandfather suddenly let me
come to find you, said there are important things want to talk to you, and then let me come to pick you up."

Jiang Hao was silent for a while before nodding and saying, "Well, I'm done for the day anyway, so I'll just think of it
as a visit to your house, hahaha."

Although the smile on his face was very relaxed, but Jiang Hao's heart did not relax at all.
There were basically no secrets between him and Elder Lin, the only thing that was there was only one thing, and that
was about Chen Mingang.
Now the old man Lin suddenly hurried to find himself, can not allow Jiang Hao not to think.
The two talked to Lin Yan's home, Lin Yan saw Jiang Hao off and opened his mouth and smiled "My task is done, the
company still has a lot of things waiting for me, you can go in yourself."

After coming to the Lin family more times, Jiang Hao also became somewhat familiar with the way, and will not run
into the Lin family two untalented things.
The old grandmother, since the last time Chen Minggang's affair, drove those two untalented things to the subsidiary
company, and gave them some pocket money every month even, and never intended to let the two back.
Now Lin Yan has taken good care of the Lin Group everywhere, and after the Chen Minggang incident, the old
grandmother is also considered open to Lin Yan.
When he walked into the inner mansion, Jiang Hao didn't have time to call for someone before he saw old man Lin
walking over in a white robe.
"Xiao Shen is here, come, come, come in and sit down, it's not the first time you've been here anyway, why be so
formal."

While saying this, Elder Lin opened the door of the room and invited Jiang Hao to walk in, before closing the door.
As a result, as soon as the door was closed, Elder Lin looked at Jiang Hao with a serious face and said, "Did you get
followed when you came here today?"

Jiang Hao I ie I ie shook his head, some fuzzy old man Lin this is doing what.
So tentatively said "What's wrong, is there something wrong?"
Elder Lin shook his head, walked to the table and sat down and poured two cups of tea and frowned "Sit down and talk,
I'm afraid things are a bit troublesome."

Jiang Hao saw the old man Lin so cautious, so walked forward to sit down and picked up the cup of tea and took a sip,
then opened his mouth and said "What is the matter, Mr. Lin, you do not hang me."
"This matter is somewhat troublesome, Shen Qingshu in private continue to investigate the death of Chen Minggang, and,
come in I learned something through some friends, the Shen family suddenly a lot more foreign funds."

Jiang Hao closed his eyes and pondered for a moment, suddenly resonated with what Xue Chongli said to himself that
day.
So look at Elder Lin said in a deep voice "I heard someone say before, the North House Shen family and overseas Shen
family seems to have some involvement, I do not know if it is true?"

Listening to Jiang Hao's sudden words, Elder Lin was startled and could not help but choke and cough twice and said
"You, cough cough, where did you hear this news from?"
Jiang Hao did not open his mouth to answer, but firmly looked at Elder Lin.
Through his reaction, Jiang Hao had already determined the authenticity of this matter in his heart at this time.
Elder Lin wiped the corner of his mouth after nodding slightly, and then placed the quilt on the table.
"This matter is not really a secret to say, the northern Shen family and overseas Shen family heard that it seems to be the
same clan and the same origin, although I have not seen how they have gone, but out of such a matter should help."

After saying this, Elder Lin silent continued "Now it seems that the Shen family suddenly more of those funds, it is likely
that the overseas Shen family assistance to them, otherwise there is no reason to explain this matter."

Jiang Hao sneered twice in his heart, he has run to the North, but did not expect to meet his enemies.
The same clan and the same origin deepened Jiang Hao's thoughts about the North Province Shen family, plus the North
Province Shen family also has a connection with Shen Tianyang.
At this moment, Jiang Hao could basically conclude that the North Province Shen family was also his enemy.
"In that case, will old Mr. Chen Jingdao's side not be able to hold out?"
Elder Lin shook his head gently "You still have the heart to care about Chen Jingdao? It's better to weigh yourself first, if
Shen Qingshu finds out something, the unlucky is not their Shen family."

After saying this Hu, Elder Lin looked at Jiang Hao and let out a deep sigh.
If it weren't for Jiang Hao's rescue of Lin Yan, he wouldn't have gotten into this mess!

But Jiang Hao did not put this matter on his mind, he smiled and said "It's okay, I believe someone will take care of Shen
Qing Shu's side."

